Neurologists, neurosurgeons and neuroscientists rank high by numbers among medical historians. They have not lacked quality either. Harvey Cushing\'s biography of Osler is a great book and J F Fulton\'s omnivorous historical studies pay revisiting. The neurologically inclined have obviously been at the forefront of chronicling the investigation of the nervous system and its disorders. In this respect they have often favoured anthologies and Edwin Clarke (a former neurologist) and Charles O\'Malley\'s *The human brain and spinal cord* (1968) is a milestone for such enquiries. John M S Pearce has travelled Clarke and O\'Malley\'s route although he (or his publisher) has not learned as much as might be gleaned from such a meticulous example.

Pearce served on the editorial board of the *Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry*, which had a "space-fillers" device to pack incomplete columns. This work is an extension of those "idiosyncratic" entries (p. xiii). The volume has 135 sections in which lengthy extracts from neurological texts are woven into a positivist text (positivist as in the sense of being concerned with identifying the true discoverer of such and such a fact---insulin for example, p. 510). For the historically unaware but hungry neurologist the readings from Hippocrates, Vesalius and Hughlings Jackson may catch the imagination. For the student of the obscure, the book\'s merits are its introduction to the background of a cornucopia of neurological arcana including heterochromia iridis or Hoffmann and Tinel\'s sign of formication (good opportunity here for the mischievous typesetter). From the connoisseur of referencing and the footnote this book is best kept hidden. The punctiliousness associated with neurologists cannot be found in titles which, for example, are sometimes italicized sometimes not, sometime capitalized sometimes not. At times the referencing system has the challenge of a crossword. For those who consider immaculate footnoting to be the bibliographical equivalent of a neurological sign, beware what the text might hold. The publisher has a long way to go to live up to the name of the distinguished college in whose name this book is printed.
